Nextiva Video Management Software™ (VMS) streamlines video security operations to help you rapidly make sense of the vast volumes of video and data that organizations capture.

The Verint VMS solution features powerful, fully integrated video management tools, including automated system health monitoring and event responses, investigation management, a software-based virtual matrix, interactive facility maps, a powerful and intuitive video viewing interface, an ultra-thin client for remote/mobile users and more. Verint VMS helps make your video security more manageable, reliable, and cost effective, whether an organization needs to secure a single location or large-scale, geographically distributed operations.

Developed by a worldwide IP video leader with more than 15 years of experience in video solution development and deployment, Nextiva Video Management Software provides a scalable, powerful, and easy-to-use IP video management platform that adds value to physical security investments and helps organizations achieve security and operational objectives.
What can Nextiva Video Management Software do for Your Organization?

**Provide Greater Situational Awareness.** With Nextiva Review™, security functionalities are integrated into a single, configurable user interface for optimal ease-of-use and operator efficiency. User rights management allows you to control the capabilities and system access that are available to security staff.

- View live video, playback recorded video (single or multiple synchronized streams), PTZ control, Export Video, and Guard Tours
- Interactive map display of facility layouts and camera locations, with alarm status and “hover over” preview
- Customize up to 4 monitors per workstation with pre-loaded layouts and color skinning or choose your own design with up to 256 simultaneous video tiles
- Seamless intelligence through Nextiva Surveillance Analytics™
- Integration with License Plate Recognition (LPR)

**Effective Video Routing with Nextiva Virtual Matrix.** Nextiva Virtual Matrix™ enables cross-site network-based distribution of live and recorded video, audio, and alarms to video walls, analog monitors and HD monitors. Easily distribute video locally, across dispersed locations or to a centralized Command, Control and Communications (C3) environment.

**Flexible Viewing Applications: Nextiva Review, Nextiva WebReview and Nextiva Mobile.** Nextiva gives you multiple ways of seeing video with three client applications. Nextiva Review is a full-featured client application for security operation centers and desktop surveillance needs. Nextiva WebReview™ allows users throughout the enterprise to view video over any connection. Nextiva Mobile™ gives users the flexibility they need by providing access via iPads or iPhones to view video anywhere, and at any time.

**Investigation Management.** When a security incident occurs, security staff can leverage powerful investigation management tools to analyze what happened, collect the information required to substantiate their findings, and record and safeguard their case files for evidentiary purposes. The Nextiva Investigation Management™ tool allows you to collect case-related audio, video, data, and other documents in case binders. Case Binders can be exported in a portable format requiring only a simple Web Browser for viewing all content.

**Manage Video and Maximize Security with Control Center**

**Easy System Administration through a Central Console.** Nextiva’s system configuration and administration functionalities are centralized in a single application, Nextiva Control Center™. A modern, intuitive user interface and helpful wizards assist with configuring and managing every facet of your Nextiva system. From Automatic Device Discovery and Control to Recording Schedules and User Rights Management, all the way to System Health Monitoring.

**Real-Time System Health Monitoring.** Nextiva HealthCheck™ has essential tools that ease system administration and make managing your security solution both time and cost effective:

- Integrated IP device configuration and management, including firmware updates (both Verint and third party devices)
- System alerts, logs, and audit trail with querying, filtering, and reporting
- System operation and performance monitoring and alerting
- Comprehensive dashboards that provide detailed insight on the overall health of the Nextiva system

**Coordinate Precise Security Response with Event Manager.** Make Actionable Intelligence® a reality by setting automated responses for an array of system events. Event Manager allows authorized personnel to customize operations and set rules for local and remote site locations. Templates are used to simplify the set-up of these alerts making it easy to send video based on sequence, timing, and number of events. Event triggers include Nextiva Analytics™, motion detection, state changes on IP camera/device inputs, camera tampering, access control events, Nextiva Alarm Service integrations, Client SDK integrations, and more.

With Nextiva HealthCheck, gain the intelligence necessary to optimize all of your video assets.
What can Nextiva Video Management Software do for Your Organization?

**Nextiva Architecture**

**Integrate Seamlessly with IT.** You need a solution that can reside in your organization’s IT infrastructure and satisfy critical requirements such as scalability, security, reliability, and manageability. Nextiva Video Management Software works effectively in a variety of network topologies and includes key IT and datacenter-friendly capabilities such as Active Directory integration, Server and Recorder redundancy, and Virtualization support (VMware Certified) – making it an application your IT team can effectively support.

**Get a Global View with Nextiva Multi-site.** When your operations span cities, countries, or even continents, simultaneously monitor any or all of your Nextiva Video Management Software sites from a single Nextiva Review session. Sites can still operate autonomously, allowing centralized, collaborative, or mixed operation. View and share live or recorded video and alarms across sites, and investigate events from any site. Built-in resiliency allows continued multi-site operation despite any downtime at individual sites.

**Easy Sharing with Remote Users and Monitoring Systems with Nextiva Media Gateway.** Nextiva Media Gateway™ enables users to distribute video to remote users, third-party agencies or external websites on secure connections or over limited bandwidth.

**Integration via Nextiva Client SDK and Control Center Alarm Service.** Systems integration is critical to Actionable Intelligence. Events in third-party systems, such as Access Control or Intrusion Detection, can be easily integrated within the Nextiva system through the use of the Nextiva Client SDK and the Nextiva Control Center Alarm Service. Using industry-standard protocols, data is fused into your video, helping you identify precisely what to watch for real-time monitoring, response, and post-incident investigations.
Why Nextiva?

Verint Nextiva Video Management Software promotes a more proactive, effective approach to security and emergency management. This software solution helps organizations of virtually any size and scope address a wide array of strategic video security challenges including:

✔ How to manage large, geographically-distributed video operations more efficiently and cost effectively and how to make the most of limited security and loss prevention staff.

✔ How to find the most important information in the huge volumes of video and data that organizations collect.

✔ How to detect threats more quickly and accurately, expedite communications when emergencies occur, and ensure that the appropriate people and agencies are notified.

✔ How to improve video security system uptime, streamline maintenance, and reduce costs of ownership and operation.

Powering Actionable Intelligence.

Verint® Systems Inc. (NASDAQ: VRNT) is a global leader in Actionable Intelligence® solutions and value-added services. More than 10,000 organizations in over 150 countries use our workforce optimization and security intelligence solutions to improve enterprise performance and make the world a safer place. For more information, visit www.verint.com.
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